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Abstract
How ancient is ancient India? What are some of the recent discoveries and approaches in the field of ancient Indian
history? How do popular ideas of ancient India differ from the historian’s perspective? This lecture will address
suchquestions by focusing on a few specific themes. These include the contribution of archaeology and sciencetowards
identifying the earliest humansin the subcontinent,the continuing mysteries presented by the enigmatic Indus
civilization, and the recent evidence of early writing from South India. Specific questions that will be answered include:
Are the epics myth or history? Why is asking about ‘the position of women’ in ancient India a badly-framed question?
Were our ancestors peace-loving folk who lived in a nonviolent world? Did they exist in an idyll of perfect religious
harmony? The lecture will argue that it is necessary to have an analytical approach towards such issues. It will also
argue that in order to understand ancient India it is necessary to move beyond India in order to discover the connected
histories that bind the subcontinent with the wider world.
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